
KELAB LUMBA KUDA SELANGOR 
SELANGOR TURF CLUB 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS’ REPORT 
SELANGOR TURF CLUB APRIL MEETING 2015 

 SATURDAY, 18 APRIL 2015 

STATE OF TRACK: Yielding (Races 1 & 2), upgraded to “Good” after Race 2.  
  
Panel of Stipendiary Stewards: 

Mr Michael Castillo (Chief Stipendiary Steward), Mr Louis Lawrence (Stipendiary Steward), 
Mr Thanaraja Kasinathan (Stipendiary Steward) and Mr Nigel Chong (Assistant Stipendiary 
Steward). 

Change of Rider(s) 

RACE 1 (R497) Class 5 -1300M (Long Course A) 

AMAZING GRACE (J De Souza) was slow to begin.  

HAHA BABE (L Sofhan) had a tendency to race fiercely in the early and middle stages, got its 
head up, raced ungenerously and raced 3 wide throughout the event.  

Racing to the 800M, HAHA BABE shifted in resulting in BIG SUR (O Chavez) being taken 
inwards and as a result, TYCOON CASTLE (App AK Lim) was inconvenienced and lost 
some ground. 

Racing to the 400M, KINGSHIP ADMIRAL (App S Zulfikri) shifted out under pressure 
resulting in DYNAMIC TRIO (S Salee) being inconvenienced and having to shift out over that 
gelding’s heels.  

Racing to the 200M, PASHA KHAN (App WK Lee) shifted in resulting in HAHA BABE 
having to be checked off that gelding’s heels, then shifted outwards to gain a clear run. App 
WK Lee was shown the official patrol film of the incident and was reminded of his obligation 
to straighten his mount sooner than he had done on this occasion.  

The Stewards questioned Trainer R Lines into the performance of AMAZING GRACE in 
particular as the mare was slow to begin. The Stewards’ concern was that the mare had trialed 
with Barrier Blanket previously and had shown improvement and the Stewards were 

Race Horse Rider Replaced By Reason

Nil
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concerned why in today’s event it was not used. Trainer R Lines explained that he does not 
fully agree that the Barrier Blanket helped the mare and could not offer any further 
explanation. He also informed the Stewards that he would be advising the owners to consider 
deleting the mare at this stage.  His explanation was noted for future reference.  

The Stewards questioned Trainer L Moy as to the improved performance of DYNAMIC 
TRIO. He informed the Stewards that he could not offer any real explanation, however, in his 
opinion, today’s field which was of a lower grade, coupled with its good training performance 
throughout the week had contributed to the gelding’s improved performance today. It was also 
a surprise as the gelding was carrying 59kgs. The Stewards warned him in terms of MRA Rule 
117(3) regarding inconsistent and unreliable running, and his explanation was noted for future 
reference.  

RACE 2 (R498) Class 5 – 1300M (Long Course A) 

Upon jumping, CHAMPAGNE ROSE (App S Zulfikri) jumped awkwardly, shifted outwards 
and made heavy contact with BLUABLE (App CC Wong).  

JP SUMMER (S Salee) and DEKATI (App AK Lim) bumped on jumping.  

Racing to the 1000M, CELAENO (App WK Lee) shifted in resulting in BLUABLE having to 
be steadied off that gelding’s heels. App WK Lee was shown the official patrol film of the 
incident and was warned in the strongest terms that should he continue to ride under similar 
circumstances in future, a penalty may be imposed against him.  

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING 

Race Horse Reason Test Remark

1 GENERAL G Lame off fore fetlock Vet exam 
(embargo 1 week)

Non-acceptor

1 KIM DIVA Bruised back Vet exam Non-acceptor

1 GOOD FRIEND Lame off hind Vet exam Non-acceptor

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to 
race again. 

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE

Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  
(in kgs)

1 NISHI GIRL +21

Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 
passed fit to start. 
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Racing to the 400M, DEKATI (App AK Lim) was inconvenienced when attempting for a run 
between JP SUMMER (S Salee) and KIM ABILITY (Lou Ho). As a result of this incident, 
DEKATI had to be checked by its rider and lost some ground.  

Racing to the 400M, BLACK COFFEE (J De Souza) had to shift inwards over the heels of 
CELAENO in an endeavour to gain clear running.  

KIM ABILITY (Lou Ho) continued to shift in over the final 300M resulting in the rider having 
to stop and straighten his mount on several occasions.  

SHIRLEY BEAUTY (App SU Lim) had a tendency to shift out under pressure over the final 
100M resulting in BLAZING DRAGON (O Chavez) being taken wider on the track.  

App WK Lee, the rider of CELAENO, was shown the official patrol film of his ride in the 
concluding stages and was warned that in future he would be expected to ride his horse out 
fully to the end of the race, failing this action may be taken against him.  

The State of Track was upgraded to “Good” after the running of this race.  

The Stewards questioned Trainer M Sukri as to the improved performance of KIM ABILITY. 
He informed the Stewards that he could not offer any real explanation, however, in his 
opinion, today’s field which was of a lower grade, had contributed to the gelding’s improved 
performance today. He also stated that he did not change the gelding’s work regime during the 
week and that he was surprised with the win. The Stewards warned him in terms of MRA Rule 
117(3) regarding inconsistent and unreliable running, and his explanation was noted for future 
reference.  

RACE 3 (R499) Maiden – 1600M (Long Course A)  

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING 

Race Horse Reason Test Remark

2 OASIS CHARM Lame off fore & 
swelling

Vet exam Non-acceptor

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to 
race again. 

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE

Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  
(in kgs)

2 Nil

Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 
passed fit to start. 
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On jumping, COLOURFUL ROMANCE (C Goon) shifted out resulting in DRAGON EIGHT 
(Lou Ho) and RED EASTERN (HS Gill) making contact.  

Shortly after the start, ROCK D’BOAT (R Burnett) shifted in resulting in MARIO ATTILA 
(App CC Wong) having to be steadied over that gelding’s heels.  

Racing to the 1000M, RED EASTERN had a tendency to lay inwards and when being 
straightened by its rider, shifted outwards, taking APROBACION (J De Souza) wider on the 
track. As a result of this incident, BOWEN LAD (I Chisty) which was following, had to be 
eased by its rider.  

At the conclusion of an inquiry today, Jockey J De Souza, the rider of APROBACION, was 
found guilty of a charge of careless riding under MRA Rule 44(9)(a)(ii) in that at 
approximately the 200M in this race, he allowed his mount to shift in which resulted in 
COLOURFUL ROMANCE (C Goon) being taken inwards and DRAGON EIGHT (Lou Ho) 
which was racing to the inside of COLOURFUL ROMANCE, was also taken inwards. 
BOWEN LAD (I Chisty) which was following, clipped the heels of DRAGON EIGHT and 
blundered causing Jockey I Chisty to become unbalanced and retire his horse from the event. 
It was noted that Jockey C Goon had his whip knocked from his hand in this incident.  

In assessing the penalty, the Stewards took into consideration Jockey J De Souza’s mitigating 
factors, previous riding record and his submissions on penalty. Acting on the provisions of 
MRA Rule 48(5), the Stewards deferred the commencement of Jockey J De Souza’s 
suspension. He was suspended from riding in races for a period of two (2) Malaysian race days 
with effect from 27 April 2015 and to expire on 3 May 2015, both dates inclusive. He was 
advised of his Right of Appeal.  

RACE 4 (R500) B’mark 61 – 2000M (Long Course A) 

BINT WARD (O Chavez) had a tendency to over-race in the early and middle stages of the 
event.  

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING 

Race Horse Reason Test Remark

3 COSTAMIALOT Bruised left eye Vet exam Course scratching

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to 
race again. 

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE

Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  
(in kgs)

3 Nil

Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 
passed fit to start. 
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RACE 5 (R501) Class 4 – 1100M (Short Course A) 

SWISS BANK (C Goon) was fractious in the barrier and reared upon jumping.  

LITTLE LION (HS Gill) jumped awkwardly.  

JALAN KING (O Chavez) was slow to begin.  

Racing to the 350M, SAM THE MAN (App S Zulfikri) had to be severely checked when 
attempting a run between SPEED POWER (J De Souza) on the outside and DIRAC (Lou Ho) 
on the inside which both shifted ground. YOU NEVER KNOW (App SU Lim) which was 
following, had to avoid this incident and shifted out to gain clear running.  

The Stewards took initial evidence from App S Zulfikri, the rider of SAM THE MAN, in the 
presence of his Master, Trainer R Lines and questioned Trainer PS Kumaran, the Trainer of 
SAM THE MAN in relation to the tactics that were adopted on the gelding in particular over 
the final 200M. The Stewards adjourned the inquiry to a date to be fixed.  

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING 

Race Horse Reason Test Remark

4 MAIBOY LOLLIPOP Stewards’ 
scratching

- -

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to 
race again. 

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE

Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  
(in kgs)

4 Nil

Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 
passed fit to start. 

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING 

Race Horse Reason Test Remark

5 IT’S DONE MATE Capacity field - EA

5 GOOD GOOD 
LUCK

Capacity field - EA

5 CHATEAUNEUF 
DUPAPE

Bruised off hind 
cannon

Vet exam Non-acceptor 
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RACE 6 (R502) Class 4 – 1100M (Short Course A) 

Trainer S Edwards was fined RM250/- for negligence under MRA Rule 152(5)(a) for failing to 
declare the use of Pacifiers on TWIST OLIVER within the prescribed time and fined RM100/- 
under MRA Rule 65(5)(c) for failing to produce the declared colours on TWIST OLIVER. 

Racing to the 200M, LANDING NORTH (App WT Chung) had to be severely checked off the 
heels of SUPER SPIRIT (LL Tai) which commenced to give ground.   

RACE 7 (R503) Class 3 – 1400M (Short Course A) 

RIGHTEO (O Chavez) was slow to begin.  

ENGINE (Lou Ho) was restrained shortly after the start and shifted inwards to gain a position 
closer to the rail. 

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to 
race again. 

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE

Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  
(in kgs)

5 SWISS BANK -38

Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 
passed fit to start. 

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING 

Race Horse Reason Test Remark

6 LITTLE JUMBO Respiratory distress Vet exam Non-acceptor

6 PRETTY DWARF Bruised back Vet exam Non-acceptor

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to 
race again. 

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE

Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  
(in kgs)

6 SUPER SPIRIT +35

6 YES CLUB +32

Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 
passed fit to start. 
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STREET OF LONDON (I Chisty) had a tendency to over-race in the early stages of the event.  

Over the final 200M, SCRAPPER WELL (App KC Wong) shifted out under pressure resulting 
in MR EPIC (App S Zulfikri) having to be steadied off that gelding’s heels.  

HIGGS BOSON (App AK Lim) and ENGINE both raced wide throughout the event.  

Following the running of the race, App AK Lim, the rider of HIGGS BOSON, reported that he 
was held up for a clear run behind BIRRALEE ROAD (App M Hanif) leaving the 900M.  

RACE 8 (R504) Class 5 – 1300M (Short Course A)  

KIM WARRIOR (R Burnett) was caught racing wide in the early stages of the event.  

Racing around the 1000M turn, AMPED (I Chisty) rolled inwards resulting in MILITARY 
STAR (App KC Wong) having to be checked by its rider.  

Racing to the 600M, MISS THOUSAND (HS Gill) had to be eased off the heels of ACME 
(App AK Lim) and as a result, lost some ground. MILITARY STAR which was following, was 
again inconvenienced as a result of this incident.  

KOBE TOP GUN (O Chavez) was held up for a clear run behind the runners in front for a 
majority part of the home straight and was not fully tested to the line.  

MILITARY STAR had to be eased off the heels of MISS THOUSAND shortly after entering 
the home straight and was held up for a clear run until the final 100M.  

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING 

Race Horse Reason Test Remark

7 BUNGAE Capacity field - EA

7 ULTRA UNITED Capacity field - EA

7 THE RUDE 
WARRIOR

Capacity field - EA

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to 
race again. 

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE

Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  
(in kgs)

7 Nil

Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 
passed fit to start. 
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FLEDGELING (App S Zulfikri) was held up for a clear run in the early part of the home 
straight before shifting out and gaining a clear run over the final 100M.  

Jockey LL Tai, the rider of NIGHT DEMON, reported that his horse raced wide throughout the 
event.  

The Stewards questioned Jockey HS Gill,  the rider of MISS THOUSAND, as to the 
disappointing performance of the mare. Jockey HS Gill stated that in his opinion, the mare was 
carrying 59kgs in today’s event and that it was better suited over a shorter distance. His 
explanation was noted for future reference. A post-race veterinary examination of MISS 
THOUSAND revealed no significant finding.  

Note: 

➢ ALL RACES WILL BE REVIEWED 
➢ ALL PLACED RUNNERS IN EVERY RACE WERE SENT TO BE SWABBED 

POST-RACE 

GENERAL REPORT(S) - SLTC 

SELANGOR TURF CLUB (SLTC) JOCKEY LICENCE FOR 2015 RACING SEASON 

1. JOCKEYS 

10th April to 31st December 2015 (both dates inclusive) 

16th April to 31st December 2015 (both dates inclusive) 

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING 

Race Horse Reason Test Remark

8 Nil

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to 
race again. 

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE

Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  
(in kgs)

8 Nil

Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 
passed fit to start. 

NO JOCKEY

1 Thanggarajaneesh a/l Munusamy (M Ganeesh)
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……………………. 

TUESDAY, 14 APRIL 2015, SELANGOR TURF CLUB TRACKWORK 

Trainer S Edwards was fined RM1000/- (RM250/- for each horse) for negligence under MRA 
Rule 152(5)(a) for presenting AMPED, BLUABLE, TWIST OLIVER and CHINO DIABLO 
with wrong saddle cloth numbers for the above trackwork.  

……………………..... 

THURSDAY, 16 APRIL 2015, SELANGOR TURF CLUB TRACKWORK 

Trainer PS Kumaran was fined RM250/- for negligence under MRA Rule 152(5)(a) for 
presenting BUNGAE with a wrong saddle cloth number for the above trackwork.  

……………………..... 

 RACE 3 (R452) Restricted Maiden – 1400M (Short Course A), SUNDAY, 5 APRIL 2015, 
SELANGOR TURF CLUB APRIL MEETING 2015 

The Stewards, on 9 April 2015 at the Selangor Turf Club, concluded an inquiry into Jockey HS 
Gill’s ride on PROHIBITION.  Further evidence was taken from Jockey HS Gill, the rider of 
PROHIBITION and Trainer BT Lim, the Trainer of PROHIBITION.  

The Stewards were of the opinion that Jockey HS Gill failed to show sufficient vigour over the 
final 100M of the event to ensure the gelding finished in the best possible placing. The 
Stewards took into consideration the ¾-length margin between PROHIBITION and the 
winner, also the racing manners of PROHIBITION which was only having its second start in a 
race.  

After viewing the official patrol films of this event and considering the evidence tendered, the 
Stewards acting on their own observations, did not take any action, however, severely 
reprimanded Jockey HS Gill. Jockey HS Gill was warned in the strongest terms that at all 
stages of any event, he should make sure that he rides all his horses in such a manner so as to 
leave no room for query in future.  

 ………………………. 

AMENDMENT 
RACE 6 (R455) Metro C – 1200M (Short Course A), SUNDAY, 5 APRIL 2015, 
SELANGOR TURF CLUB APRIL MEETING 2015 

App P Deneskumar, the rider of STREET OF LONDON, was fined RM500/- for negligence 
under MRA Rule 152(5)(a) for dropping his whip at about the 300M.  

………………………. 

NO JOCKEY

1 Suhaimi Bin Mohamed Salleh (M Suhaimi)
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AMENDMENT 
GENERAL REPORT(S) – SLTC 
SUNDAY, 5 APRIL 2015, SELANGOR TURF CLUB APRIL MEETING 2015 

App KP Lim was fined RM100/- for negligence under MRA Rule 152(5)(a) for failing to 
present himself at the SLTC Apprentice Class on Thursday, 2 April 2015.  

…………………. 

POST RACE URINE:  
5 APRIL 2015 
SELANGOR TURF CLUB APRIL MEETING 2015 
   
The report dated 10 April 2015  (V15/54) from the Chief Analyst of Veterinary Forensic 
Laboratory stated that 27 coded urine and 27 sets of coded blood samples from the above 
mentioned race meeting were received on 5 April 2015, for analysis under the MRA Rules and 
Regulations. No prohibited substances were detected. 

……………………..... 

JOCKEY URINE SAMPLES:  
5 APRIL 2015 
SELANGOR TURF CLUB APRIL MEETING 2015 

The report dated 10 April 2015 (V15/55) from the Chief Analyst of Veterinary Forensic 
Laboratory stated that 2 coded urine samples from the above mentioned race meeting were 
received on 5 April 2015, for analysis under the MRA Rules and Regulations. No prohibited 
substances were detected. 

……………………..... 

SLTC, SATURDAY, 18 APRIL 2015

POST RACE VETERINARY EXAMINATION / REPORT FROM VETERINARY 
SURGEON – TESTS IMPOSED

Rac
e

Horse Reason/Finding Test Remark

1 PASHA KHAN Cast near fore plate - -

1 BIG SUR Respiratory distress 1000M/vet -

2 BLUABLE Cut off fore Vet exam -

2 JP SUMMER No significant finding - -

2 BLACK COFFEE No significant finding - -

2 JAI HO No significant finding - -
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3 KING OF THE 
SEAL

No significant finding - -

3 RED EASTERN No significant finding - -

3 BOWEN LAD Short stride both fore Vet exam -

4 SNOW 
MOUNTAIN

Short stride both fore Vet exam Jockey J Keating 
reported – not 
striding out freely

5 LONGMA Bled Bleeder’s test 
(Barred 3 
months)

-

5 HAPPY FAMILY Cast near hind Vet exam -

6 BIG SURPRISE No significant finding - -

6 VAGABOND No significant finding - -

6 KIM AND 
DRAGON

No significant finding - Jockey HS Gill 
reported – not 
striding out freely

6 BIG GALLANT No significant finding - -

7 STREET OF 
LONDON

No significant finding - -

8 MISS THOUSAND No significant finding - -

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to 
race again. 

Fine(s) R6 Trainer S Edwards (TWIST OLIVER) - fined RM250/- 
for negligence under MRA Rule 152(5)(a) & fined 
RM100/- under MRA Rule 65(5)(c) 

Suspension(s) R3 Jockey J De Souza (APROBACION) - 2 Malaysian race 
days for careless riding under MRA Rule 44(9)(a)(ii)

Follow Up R5 App S Zulfikri/Trainer R Lines/Trainer PS Kumaran 
(SAM THE MAN)
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